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If you had to guess ,  on average ,  how many times a day
do you look down at your phone? Whether it ’s to check

Facebook ,  read a text message ,  catch up on the news ,  or

answer an email ,  the chances are you look at your phone

quite a bit .  Well ,  according to Trevor Wheelwright at

reviews .org ,  the average American takes a look at their

phone 262 times in the 15 hours they are awake .  That

equals out to roughly every five and a half minutes .

Human beings have become so intertwined with

technology that we have a device that functions as a

virtual extension of ourselves .  Technology continues to

improve and build upon itself nearly every day .  But ,

technology hasn ’t just enhanced the human experience ;

it ’s improved the functionality of businesses ,

organizations ,  and entire industries .  Online advertising,
social media, and computer software have helped
businesses grow their customer base, increase
revenue, and create better consumer products and
services.

With technology improving
rapidly, businesses or
industries that fail to adapt
to emerging technological
trends can easily get left
behind, increasing the risk
of potentially going out of
business.

INTRODUCTION
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For years ,  one industry that has had extreme difficulty

adapting to technological innovation is association

management .  Be it a manager ,  community board

member ,  or homeowner ,  innovation is not something

most players in the industry have focused on .

With an already defined process that has been set in

stone at every level of an association management

company ,  introducing technology often proves to be

more of a headache than a potential remedy for common

problems .  The industry was slow to adapt because of this

mindset ,  but eventually ,  that changed mindset changed

rapidly .
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Instrumental leaders were forced to make a decision :

how do we make our business function remotely? At this

point ,  the industry began to turn to technology to help

solve its issues ,  and the results have been astounding .  As

you read on ,  you will learn how technology has

transformed the industry and helped management

companies across the globe grow practically overnight .

Enter March 2020; a
global pandemic
consumes the entire
world. Everyone is
forced to remain inside
their homes (for the most
part) to quarantine. 
This caused a problem
for the association
management industry.
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People move with
technology, and there are
certain expectations that
we’ve come to have as
technology has progressed.
When someone wishes to
buy a product, go out to
dinner, or book a vacation,
they almost always use
some form of technology to
accomplish their goal.

TECHNOLOGY
As technology adapts ,  businesses and organizations have

to adapt to it as well .  When a company refuses to pivot

with technological trends ,  they risk becoming outdated ,

which is not attractive to potential customers .  People

move with technology ,  and there are certain expectations

that we ’ve come to have as technology has progressed .

When someone wishes to buy a product ,  go out to dinner ,

or book a vacation ,  they almost always use some form of

technology to accomplish their goal .

They might use Amazon to find the product ,  search Google

for the best-reviewed restaurant near them ,  or book a

flight and hotel via a travel website .



Would you still be as
willing to move to
that beautiful home
a few towns over?
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Technology brings unprecedented value to the table .

Imagine that you ’d like to move to a beautiful HOA

neighborhood a few towns over from you .  You ’ve found a

house on the edge of the HOA that you ’ve fallen in love

with .

You do some research online about the community ,  and

you ’re met with horrible reviews from other homeowners

in the community about not being able to pay their HOA

dues unless it ’s via the mail .  You see people discussing

how their community board never responds to their

concerns ,  or perhaps they have no way to reserve the

clubhouse for a family party unless they go down to the

office and fill out a form .

You discover that this community does not use any form

of technology for management ;  it ’s all by the book ,  in

person ,  and a bit of a pain .  Without technology ,  there is

little functionality that provides value in the community

process .   

Sure ,  you may think so .  But ,  most people would most

likely understand that there will be countless headaches

they ’ll have to deal with if they choose to move to this

particular HOA .  Headaches that could be easily solved if

the HOA utilized technology to improve its processes ,

which would ,  in turn ,  make the lives of its homeowners

much more manageable .  
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Technology should be a tool to make everyone’s lives
easier. It should create more time in your day at work;
it should make simple tasks even more manageable.
As more people adopt different forms of technology
into their business processes, the more streamlined
and successful they can become.

It should be a business or organization ’s goal to provide

the best product or experience possible for their

customers .  It is the very same for association

management and the communities they manage .

Utilizing technology to improve the lives of board

members and homeowners should be at the top of every

association management executives ’  to-do list .  



BRIDGING THE GAP

With the pandemic shutting nearly everything down for

over a year ,  many people ,  businesses ,  and organizations

were forced to make changes .  For property management

companies and their communities ,  going remote was a

massive hill that industry leaders needed to find a way to

climb .  This was a change the industry needed to make ,  a

pivot they had to figure out .  

Now ,  managing communities was considered an essential

business during the pandemic .  Naturally ,  many

operations still had to occur on-site .  Even still ,  more

people had to find ways to adopt remote processes for

those exposed or infected .  Communities under an

association management company umbrella had to adopt

similar strategies as well .  So ,  how did they make it

happen? 
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As the demand for remote
operations increased,
management companies
were forced to
technologically adapt or risk
failure. A necessity for digital
features such as online
payments, digital voting, or
virtual board meetings
became increasingly
important.



"A NECESSITY FOR
DIGITAL FEATURES
SUCH AS ONLINE
PAYMENTS, DIGITAL
VOTING, OR VIRTUAL
BOARD MEETINGS
BECAME INCREASINGLY
IMPORTANT."

This form of technology allowed management

companies to do their jobs from the comfort of their

home ,  increase communication with the community

boards they oversee ,  and ensure homeowner worries

were taken care of in a stress-free manner .   Before the

pandemic ,  the features above were “nice things to have . ”  
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The obligation for no-touch processes completely
streamlined the property management industry and
forced companies everywhere to go digital. Resident
and board communication improved because of these
digital processes, and now, to keep up with the
competition, more and more management companies
are adapting to technology. 



"WHEN
BUSINESSES
DON’T ADAPT
TO
TECHNOLOGY,
THEY TAKE ON
MANY RISKS"

MAXIMIZING
EFFICIENCY
A wide variety of software is
purpose-built to assist the
association management industry.
To paint a better picture of what they

offer ,  let ’s take a look at one of the

most well-received and innovative

software companies accessible in the

industry :  TownSq (pronounced Town

- Square) .

TownSq is a SaaS (software as a

service) company focused primarily

on the association management

industry .  Its suite of tools is

dedicated to ensuring that

communication between managers ,

boards ,  and homeowners is as

seamless and pain-free as possible .

COMMUNICATION TOOLS BEING USED BY COMMUNITIES:

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

Specialized HOA/Community App (e.g. TownSq) 

Document sharing tool (Google Drive/Others) 

Social Media 

Video conferencing (e.g. Zoom/ Others) 
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https://learn.townsq.io/hoa-software?utm_campaign=technology-ebook&utm_medium=townsq-maximizing-efficiency&utm_source=ebook&utm_term=


Optimize company and community performance;

Enhance their customer service and experience;

Improve nearly all operations;

Boost revenue without incurring costs;

Grow rapidly.

As the need for this kind of software increased over
the last two years, TownSq has snowballed. As
mentioned earlier, when businesses don’t adapt to
technology, they take on many risks. But, in the case
presented here, companies in need of services helped
the software grow and adapt, ultimately improving
the user experience.

TownSq has a full suite of product offerings to help

association management companies increase

communication ,  collaboration ,  revenue ,  and customer

satisfaction .  One of the most popular tools that managers

can purchase is the “Requests” function ,  which allows

homeowners and board members to submit a message

request to their property management company on an

as-needed basis ,  which directly removes the need for

countless emails back and forth .  On top of this ,  as

management companies adopt TownSq ,  they can :  
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Management companies that utilize TownSq with their

communities gain access to :  

Managing their entire portfolio in one ,  easy-to-use

desktop software or smartphone app ;

Create company level roles to manage permissions for all

clients easily ;

Broadcast multi-channel announcements to all of their

communities ,  or just a few with the click of a button on

their cell phone ;

Support centralized customer service teams with built-in

ticketing functions ;

Understand manager and community trends by utilizing

machine learning ;

Easily monitor resident satisfaction ;

Benchmark manager and community performance

across an entire client base .

To put the power of technology for management
companies into perspective, the benefits listed above are
for the management company itself. When managers
use TownSq, they can make nearly all decisions based
on data, which helps them grow and structure in the
most innovative way possible. 



A full-scale community website builder that takes 15

minutes to craft ;

A complete architectural review system that is entirely

digital ;

Access to a digital voting system that allows users to

vote on decisions from anywhere ;

Requests that make communication between

homeowners and managers seamless ;

Assignments that can be tasked to anyone in the

community ;

Fully optimized payment integration to make payments

from anywhere at any time ;

And much ,  much more…
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Management companies can utilize the benefits

mentioned earlier while offering their clients their own

all-in-one solution ,  which comes packed with various

features and tools to improve the lives of every board

member and homeowner in an HOA .  While association

management enjoys their benefits ,  the communities they

manage get to enjoy :  

When the association management industry adapts to

technology ,  the companies that make up the industry

unlock limitless opportunities for increased success .  As

the two become increasingly intertwined ,  the industry

begins to catch up to the curve and eventually stays

ahead .  TownSq is just one example of how a technology

company helps a property management company

transform rapidly for the better .  
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LOOKING
AHEAD

"THE NEED
FOR
TECHNOLOGY
IN THE
INDUSTRY IS
NOT GOING
AWAY; IT’S
HERE TO
STAY."

We ’re now beginning to see the

younger population step into

decision-making roles within the

association management industry ,

which means technological

expectations will only increase in the

coming years .  These individuals will

have expectations for technology-

focused products and services that

come packed to the brim with

cutting-edge features .  The need for

technology in the industry is not

going away ;  it ’s here to stay .

In addition ,  homeowners and boards are now becoming

used to technology being more involved in the

community experience .  This means that their

expectations will also increase with time ,  perhaps looking

for solutions in their community such as virtual

communication with boards and neighbors ,  online

payments ,  or digital amenities (smart lockers ,  online

package management ,  keyless entries ,  etc . ) ,  just to name

a few .
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These wants and needs from homeowners are now

expected in communities everywhere ,  and if these

examples are absent ,  perhaps homeowners will go

somewhere else .

In an article published by district-tech .com ,  the authors

offer insights into software built for the association

management industry :

“The benefit of a cloud-based
property management
software is that
functionalities and features
are constantly updated,
meaning you’ll always have
the best version of the
software, compared to a self-
hosted application. They also
manage security and
performance issues, offering
a more secure and hassle-
free option for businesses.
Plus, it makes scaling your
portfolio much easier.” 
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Not only does technology make the lives of managers ,

boards ,  and homeowners much easier ,  but it will

constantly improve ,  granting everyone in the community

hierarchy access to the latest and most excellent tools .  

Technology in the property management industry

transforms businesses into revenue machines .  It ’s not

going anywhere .  It ’s time for management companies

and HOA communities everywhere to stay ahead of the

curve ,  not fall behind .  Build your business ,  increase

communication and collaboration in your communities ,

grow your client satisfaction rate .  Technology can help

you achieve your goals while minimizing the stress that

comes with the process .

Are you interested in seeing
a real-world example of
TownSq helping a
management company
grow? Check out our free
case study based on
Goodwin and Company, an
association management
company based out of
Texas.
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CASE STUDY
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Click Here to Request a Demo

https://learn.townsq.io/hoa-software?utm_campaign=technology-ebook&utm_medium=case-study&utm_source=ebook&utm_term=

